Residential Burglary

11/16/2015

**Incident:** Residential Burglary

**Location:** 10800 Block of Galvin St.

**Date/Time Occurred:** 11/09/15 @ 12:11pm

**Officer(s) Involved:** Ventura PD Patrol

**Suspect(s):** 2 Hispanic Males, 20 years

**Report #:** 15-15318

**Narrative:**

On the above date and time, the Ventura Police Department Command Center received a call of an interrupted residential burglary that just occurred in the 10800 block of Galvin St.

Upon arrival, officers learned the victim was home alone when the suspects rang the front doorbell. The victim did not answer the door, but several minutes later heard glass breaking towards the back of the residence. The suspects were able to gain access into the residence and obtain some of the victim's property. When the suspects learned the victim was home, they fled and got into an awaiting vehicle. A neighbor witnessed the suspects fleeing in a gold compact sedan, which was being driven by a third suspect.

The victim was not injured as a result of this crime.

The investigation into this incident is ongoing. Anyone with information related to this incident, or could possibly have video surveillance of the area, is urged to call the Ventura Police Department at 339-4325.

We would also like to remind residents to immediately report any suspicious activity or subjects loitering in their neighborhoods.